
Dear Friends,

Thank you for the opportunity to collaborate in the “Healing Journey” for the Nova community.
The Ruach Adama is a school for developmental learning using the “Gates” method. We train
therapists to accompany and heal during times of crisis.
Our Nova partners have granted us the authority for the community healing journey of the
party participants.

For the past three months we have been accompanying the production team of Nova through
the painful crisis and from a deep acquaintance with the unique community we have created
a program for the survivors, where we accompany and support them.
The “One Heart” program connects supporting communities and the Nova community in a
journey whose purpose is to turn pain and loss into a spirit of creation and change.
About 300 of the party survivors have already joined the program and received a companion
free of charge for the coming year. In addition, we take groups of survivors for healing and
rehabilitation retreats.

“New spirit” - we recently built a scholarship program that will allow survivors to go through a
course that promotes the process of internal learning, development and personal growth.
We are happy and grateful for the invitation and the opportunity to go through a personal
growth process with the participation of the community in California.
The opportunity for Nova community members to take a break and recooperate, to stop and
receive hugging support is a valuable possibility and we thank you for it.
We hope that we will continue to cooperate with this journey of healing for the thousands of
young people from the Nova community.

For us, the healing of Nova is the healing of an entire generation. This generation was hit the
hardest on 7.10.23. We will not leave anyone behind and with the help of all open hearts we
will continue to do good and shine the light of hope.

Guy Zvili - Ruach Adama founder and the entrepreneur of “Lev Ehad”/ “One Heart” program.
guy@the-gates.com

Margo Levy - therapist team leader, Nova Retreat California
margalities@gmail.com, +(972) 50-2062206
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